
Course Reflection

There were a couple of videos that I learned from throughout the course. The most

exciting video was the African person talking about how she feels multilocal. I always

found it difficult to describe who I am or where I belong. However, after watching that

video, I realized I am a multilocal person. Born in Alexandra, I lived in different parts of

Saudi Arabia, and now I am living in Cairo. I also learned that I feel I belong to a place

just because of the culture I can relate to, not because of the country I settled in.

Moreover, the video about Donald Trump looking at Makkah and praising it grasped my

attention. Throughout my academic and social life, whenever someone believes anything

they read or see on the internet, I’ll show them such videos and refute them. Throughout

university and my courses, I get involved in debates. The video we watched in class

about how the french president and media claim that all french footballers are thoroughly

french and do not belong to Africa shows how people shape information for their benefit.

Therefore, I will help me not to be convinced easily by what they state during debates.

Although I did not enjoy Soliya, one of the issues I had was to respect everyone’s opinion

even if it opposes my opinion. There were different opinions compared to mine, which

made me appreciate their opinion. That can help me in my future career. Since most of

the courses that I took at AUC did not require me to reflect upon myself, I rarely did

reflections. However, I realized it would be a great idea to reflect upon issues I may

encounter in the future; maybe then, I could solve my problems easier.

The 3 most important activities that I learned and enjoyed was:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Io2tPtQmQIpO3yp26GnJL7HMgBV21vNRfNT

IF53VsBM/edit#slide=id.p (my digital literacy game,

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1frdp8bxrduRyjDrTJCU_Cnia9yD0sC3RCNuoz49T

N5Y/edit (tinkering) , and

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EZVLhM-GZSXjtkKOyCcLpsEus60lFHaOWqr

-EDOXhc0/edit (ALTCVs).  Although my digital literacy game was not perfect, I’ll
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demonstrate to them that I learned the concept of this game; we can learn through games

too. For example, I learned that being a student immigrant living abroad comes with

many challenges. Also, I would show them all my tinkering reflections. Some of them

love reflections.

Although this course was fun, it had a high workload. Yes, I did enjoy it, but sometimes it

felt so stressful. Also, I would have enjoyed it more if we did most of the work in class

rather than at home.

I took this class because I was enrolled in 4 major courses that just focus on the major,

and that’s it. My relationship with my professors was all about the major. Therefore, I

recommend that anyone enrolled in only major courses take this class; at least he can

maintain a relaxing schedule during university.


